
Trip report                     Four Springs 22
nd

 October 2017  
 

If we’d put in a request for it the weather couldn’t have been better for our second consecutive 

monthly outing to Four Springs Lake. It was mostly sunny, mild to warm and with light winds.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fifteen members turned out to check the reports that Four Springs had been fishing well and to 

enjoy a day in company doing so. Eight members fished from four boats and the rest prowled the 

shore. It must be said that boats are are big advantage at Four Springs with, I think, ten fish being 

taken from them and only three by shore based anglers. 
 

The best boat was Bruce Irwin and Bob, with 

Bruce bagging five and Bob one fish. Charles 

and Charlie out in Charles’s boat got three, 

with one of Charlie’s being the only rainbow 

of the day.  Linden Green out in his neat little 

rowboat also netted one. There were at least a 

dozen boats on the water and reports at the 

boat ramp suggest that heaps of fish were 

caught with some solo catches of seven or 

nine fish.The only boat people that seem to 

have blanked were Bruce Tole, Don and Peter 

out in Bruce’s boat. Maybe that was because 

Don had bananas on board. 
 

Most fish seem to have been caught on various nymphs although scud and damsel nymphs also 

played a part. Rising fish were quite common with the attraction being caenids early in the day, 

duns and red spinners ( big ones) later on, but no fish were reported being taken on dry fly. As 

usual in fly fishing there were numerous hits, misses and fish dropped at the net.  Charles and 

Charlie had the experience of a large brown cruising past their boat, into the path of which Charlie 

hopefully dangled a nymph, only to realise it was already hooked by another angler in a boat some 

distance  away. 
 

It wasn’t a bad day for fishing from the shore. Rising fishing were in range a lot of the time but 

only one fish was reported caught on a dry. Colin Morley took that on a Royal Wulff quite early in 

the day and not far from the car park. Gary Cullen had one from the shore and so did your editor.  
 

Stephen Hill had a lot of fun stalking fish in the southwest corner of the lake. 

Apparently there were trout, and plenty of them, making bow waves chasing 

tadpoles in the shallows there. One hook-up on a Montana nymph and a 

consequent break off were all he had to show but it sounds like he enjoyed it. 
 



I stayed until after 7.00 pm and it was surprising the number of fly fishers who arrived after 6.oo 

pm, maybe six or seven of them.  None of them walked very far, just a few hundred yards north and 

south of the boat ramp fishing gaps in the reeds that line the shore. The rules for Four Springs state 

that fishing is allowed until three hours after sunset so they would have plenty of time to get at 

those fish that come in close at dusk. And a look at the Four Springs webcam almost any day shows 

plenty of headlights in the car park area well before dawn. They would be early risers after the same 

fish. 
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         Colin and his fish                                 Me and mine                                                       Linden’s  fish  

 

All in all a pleasant club trip. A few fish caught on a nice day in good company. From reports 

around the traps Four Springs is still fishing well. Get in there before the water level drops and the 

weed comes up ! At the rate fish are being caught there won’t be many left of the 8,600 browns that 

have been stocked this year. The 4,500 rainbow yearlings that went in February and the 1200 adult 

rainbows from last December should provide some good sport next season.       

                                                                                                                                Alan Taylor  

Thanks to all who submitted information for this report……..Ed. 
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